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Agenda

› Asset/Liability Management and ALCO Meetings

› Defining and Measuring Interest Rate Risk

› Loan Production and Pipeline

› Deposit Threats and Opportunities

› Liquidity Management
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What is Asset Liability Management?

“The process is at the crossroads between Risk Management and Strategic
Planning. It is not just about offering solutions to mitigate or hedge the 
risks arising from the interaction of assets and liabilities but is focused on a 
long-term perspective: success in the process of maximizing assets to meet 
complex liabilities may increase profitability.”

Wikipedia: Asset/Liability Management

“A technique companies employ in coordinating the management of assets 
and liabilities so that an adequate return may be earned.”

Investopedia: Asset/Liability Management
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ALM Components
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ALM

Profitability 
Management

Interest Rate 
Risk
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Management
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Planning

Investment 
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Strategy



Strategic Direction

Identify Key Goals and Objectives

› Annual budget goal: bottom line income
› Market share or total asset growth
› Return on assets
› Return on equity

“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?"

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to."

"I don't much care where –"

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go.”

- Alice in Wonderland
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Key Committee Members

Committee Composition

Senior Management Team

› CEO/President
› CFO/Controller
› Retail Banking / Deposit Manager
› Head of Lending

Outside Director(s) / Board Member (s)
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Information to Review and Discuss

Objective of Meeting

Primary: Identify risks and opportunities to maximize earnings
Secondary: Satisfy regulatory requirements

Minimum Information to Discuss

› Economic Outlook
› Current Interest Rate Risk Position
› Loan Production and Pipeline
› Deposit Threats and Opportunities
› Liquidity Position (current and forecasted)
› Investment Portfolio
› Examination / Audit Issues

ALCO

MGR

MGMT

Front Line Staff

MGMT

MGRMGRMGR
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Treasury Yield Curve

Source: Bloomberg* Curves updated as of 5/29/18
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Fed Dot Plot vs. Fed Funds Futures 
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WSJ Economist Survey
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WSJ Economist Survey
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County Unemployment – WI – 2.8% in April 2018

Not seasonally adjusted

• WI Labor Force Participation (68.9%) vs. National (62.8%) as of Apr ‘18
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Rate Forecasts

Source:  Blue Chip Financial Forecast – May 2018
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2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19
Fed Funds 1.70 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80
5 yr CMT 2.70 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30
10 yr CMT 2.90 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50
30 yr CMT 3.20 3.30 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80

Sep
3Q19

Fed Funds 2.80
Fed Funds Low 1.90
Fed Funds High 3.70
5 yr CMT 3.30
5 yr CMT Low 2.00
5 yr CMT High 4.10
10 yr CMT 3.50
10 yr CMT Low 1.90
10 yr CMT High 4.20
30 yr CMT 3.80
30 yr CMT Low 2.50
30 yr CMT High 4.70

Could a Recession Be on the Horizon?
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3 YR = 70%

2 YR = 50% 

1 YR = 18% 

• How would this affect your bank’s decisions on lending, deposit strategy?



Additional Economic Data To Consider

› Other Economic Data Impacting Your Institution:
› Farmland and Agriculture Real Estate Prices
› Commodity Prices – Agriculture
› Energy Prices
› Residential Home Sales, New and Existing
› Multi-Family Housing Conditions

› This information may be useful to identify the potential for 
increased/decreased loan activity, deposit balances and credit risk in 
the loan portfolio.
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Agenda

› Asset/Liability Management and ALCO Meetings

› Defining and Measuring Interest Rate Risk

› Loan Production and Pipeline

› Deposit Threats and Opportunities

› Liquidity Management
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Management of Net Interest Margin

Interpolates rate between points
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Changes in Net Interest Margin (or interest spread) can have a 
significant impact on overall bank profitability  
Interest rate risk management is the process of managing this 
component

Interest Rate Risk Measurement

How Does Interest Rate Risk Occur?

› Bank deposits are maturing or non-maturing
› Retail depositors typically looking for 3 mo – 2 year maturities
› Non-maturing deposit accounts can be withdrawn at any time

› Loans and Investments are generally termed out
› Most demand in 3-5 year sector for fixed rate loans

Deposits

Loans

Interest spread due to 
“mismatch”
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Conceptual example of interest rate risk:

A customer deposits $150,000 into ABC Bank 1 year CD @ 0.75%.
ABC Bank loans $150,000 to another customer for 5 years @ 4.75%.

What is the interest spread ABC Bank earns in year 1?

Fast forward one year…. 1 year CD rates in the market moved up to 
1.75%.  

The 1 year CD matures and is renewed at the new market rate: 1.75%
The loan is still outstanding for 4 more years at a fixed rate: 4.75%

What is the new interest spread ABC Bank earns in year 2?

Rate Shock of Income – Example
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Rate Shock of Income - Example

› Asset sensitive position:  assets reprice faster (or by greater 
magnitude) than liabilities, resulting in a rise in income for “up rate” 
scenarios

› Liability sensitive position:  liabilities reprice faster (or by greater 
magnitude) than assets, resulting in a decline in income for “up rate” 
scenarios
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› Typically run on a static balance sheet
› No growth or shifting of balances between account types
› One year and two year horizons most common

› Uses pricing assumptions developed by ALCO to calculate expected 
interest income and expense in various rate environments

› Pricing example:  If Fed Funds goes up 1.00%, we will move our Money 
Market rate by 0.50%

› Examines the change in net interest income that could be expected 
with changing rates

› If rate shock income is based on a static balance sheet, it does not 
reflect expected income if there is a shift in deposits (ex. migration back 
to CDs from money market) or investment portfolio allocated back into 
loans

Rate Shock of Income – Description
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› Economic Value of Equity (EVE) is a measure of the risk to the Bank's equity 

position as rates change.  Economic value is measured as the difference in 

market value between the assets and liabilities.  It is actually the liquidation 

value that differs from the price a buyer would pay for the Bank.  Other 

factors, such as goodwill, may cause the buyer to pay more as a 'going 

concern', for a viable bank. (definition from Plansmith)

Market Value of Equity – Description
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Asset
› The bank makes a $1 million 5 year fixed rate loan today at 4.00%.
› Market rates on 5 year loans rise next year to 5.00%
› If the bank had to sell the loan to someone else, the investor would not be willing to 

pay $1 million for the 4.00% loan.  They would pay something less, because new 
loans are at 5.00%. *Loss*  

Liability
› The bank funds the loan above with a $1 million 3 year FHLB borrowing at 1.25%
› FHLB advances rates rise next year to 2.25%
› If the bank could sell the advance to someone else, the investor would be willing to 

pay more than $1 million for the borrowing at 1.25% because the new borrowing 
cost is 2.25%.  *Gain*

› Market value of equity uses the same idea on every item of the balance sheet.  Asset 
Value – Liability Value = Equity.  (Rearranged A = L + E)

› Why look at MVE?  Rate shock of income generally looks at a one – two year “window”.  
What risk exists outside of that window?  

Market Value of Equity – Conceptual Example
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Market Value of Equity 

› Dramatic change in MVE using calculated decay rates

› Risk position of institution is drastically different depending on decay 
assumption, which could lead management to decisions that limit earnings 
potential
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Critical Assumptions in Model

Pricing Assumptions

› What rates will be charged/paid in different rate environments

Loan and Investment Pre-Payments

› Potential early withdrawal of CDs

Decay Rates

› Length of non-maturing deposit accounts – DDA, Money Market, Savings, 
NOW

Interpolates rate between points
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Critical Assumptions – What if We are Wrong?

Periodic scenario testing of key assumptions, generally including:

› Higher deposit betas (sensitivity to rising rates)

› Lower loan betas (cannot reprice loans as much as projected)

› Shorten decay rates from base 

› Modify pre-payment speeds (ensure dynamic prepayment speeds are 
included for base, show slower /no prepayments as stress)

› Depending on deposit base, consider prepayments for CD portfolio

Interpolates rate between points
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Which Metric to Focus On?

Change in net interest income and change in market value of equity 
can show different magnitudes of risk

› Which is correct?

Change in net interest income largely depends on pricing assumptions 
in the model.  

Change in market value of equity largely depends on decay rate 
assumptions.  

› I would argue these are theoretical and difficult to prove

› Is management more concerned about the change in the bank value or 
earnings?

Interpolates rate between points
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Net Interest Margin
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• Annualized ROA (2017)

• WI: 1.03%

• Overall, community banks are 
benefitting from slower 
repricing of deposits and 
reallocation of investment 
portfolio into loans

• How long will that trend 
continue at your institution?



Agenda

› Asset/Liability Management and ALCO Meetings

› Defining and Measuring Interest Rate Risk

› Loan Production and Pipeline

› Deposit Threats and Opportunities

› Liquidity Management
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Information to Review and Discuss - Lending

What Does ALCO Need to Know

› Loan Pipeline
› Opportunities with realistic timing for funding

› Projected Loan Payoffs
› Do you know if a loan customer is leaving?

› Unexpected Payoffs and Portfolio Amortization
› Example: $100 million loan portfolio w/ 20 yr. am
› Results in $5 million annual principal payments
› Most portfolio see ~1% runoff monthly with payments 

and payoffs

› Market Conditions
› What does it take to win a deal? 
› Where are you losing deals – price/term?
› Is credit quality changing?
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Current Conditions – Loans

› How does the overall loan pipeline look? 
− Economic growth and loan activity uneven across the Midwest
− “Trading” of portfolio loans between institutions continues
− Demand for longer term loans at lower spreads 
− Probability and timing of loans closing?

› Does your bank use a loan pricing software? 

› How are loan rates determined at your bank?  Do you find your 
management/board places restrictions on terms lenders are able to offer 
customers?

− What impact does that have on loan growth?

› Any concentration risks/concerns?

› For banks with Ag exposure, what is the current environment for borrowers?  
Does your bank tend to lengthen loan terms to assist customers work through 
a downturn or shorten terms to “keep a short leash”
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Pricing Benchmarks

Source: Bloomberg, FHLB
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Loan Pricing

Amortization term will have an impact on overall duration or price volatility 
of loans

– Compare 5 year fully amortizing loan to a 5 year interest only balloon
– Duration (price risk) of interest only is almost 2x more than 5 year fully amortizing 

loan.  How much rate differential should there be between these two loans, 
assuming equal credit risk?
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Historical Treasury Curves
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• 5 year loan priced 5 years ago at 3.75% = 5yrT + 274 bps.
• Keeping same spread, a renewal of that same loan should be 5.38%



Current Conditions – Deposits

› Deposit pricing pressures accelerating.  With increase in short term interest 
rates, some depository institutions have moved up non-maturity deposit rates 
and CD rates.  

› Has your institution seen deposit pricing pressure or renewed focus on deposit 
gathering?

› What opportunities does your bank have to grow core deposits?  How do you 
manage existing deposit cost, while adding new balances? 

› Online savings accounts, money market mutual funds, etc. continue to rise in 
rate.  When would you adjust your interest rates?  How much do you need to 
raise?
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Information to Review and Discuss - Deposits

What Does ALCO Need to Know

› Deposit Trends
› Where is the bank having success opening new 

accounts?
› If money leaves the bank, do you know where it is 

going?
› Competitor Specials
› Stock Market
› Annuities

› Large Depositor Concentration
› Risk of losing a large deposit or any temporary funds in 

the bank?
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Sample Deposit Mix Review – Are Preference Changing?
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Deposit Mix

› Greater reliance on non-maturing deposits leads to uncertainty 
about liquidity and pricing behavior as rate environment changes
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Alternative Product Yields

Source: Bankrate.com; Barrons.com
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Rising Popularity of Internet Deposits: 2011 – 2016 

• Current Rates: 1.50% - 2.00%
• Savings

o Goldman most recent to enter market for deposits, added $10.5B in balances in 2016
o Total balances at these banks have increased 8.4x since 2011 to $94.4B in 2016

• Money Market
o Capital One has nearly half the deposits it had in 2011
o Total balances at these banks have grown 29% since 2011 to $115.5B in 2016
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2011 Y 2012 Y 2013 Y 2014 Y 2015 Y 2016 Y
Capital One Bank (USA), Nati 89,451 141,405 176,380 278,846 347,978 379,117
CIT Bank, National Associatio 1,408,626 1,113,799 1,247,529 972,569 4,982,115 4,460,735
Barclays Bank Delaware 0 1,238,952 3,978,185 5,319,017 7,139,944 9,087,635
Goldman Sachs Bank USA 0 0 0 0 5,000 10,510,000
Synchrony Bank 0 0 293,656 4,020,288 9,905,736 14,650,421
Ally Bank 2,004,709 1,981,866 11,133,677 15,360,674 26,296,486 36,874,487
Discover Bank 7,785,240 8,754,733 9,763,188 11,098,023 14,285,085 18,392,426

2011 Y 2012 Y 2013 Y 2014 Y 2015 Y 2016 Y
Capital One Bank (USA), Nati 34,081,397 23,281,617 21,257,370 18,595,939 16,042,551 17,668,655
CIT Bank, National Associatio 5,411,780 5,873,646 5,574,240 6,272,911 8,347,334 9,715,057
Barclays Bank Delaware 1,735,873 2,452,040 1,848,645 2,762,960 3,017,009 4,710,737
Goldman Sachs Bank USA 32,989,000 42,884,000 42,900,000 43,025,000 49,930,000 60,539,000
Synchrony Bank 753,104 2,829,909 4,797,265 4,690,145 4,890,146 5,350,248
Ally Bank 9,086,981 13,376,933 9,269,281 10,444,544 8,916,499 8,636,907
Discover Bank 5,372,755 5,362,679 7,639,556 7,495,187 9,176,935 8,837,342

Source: SNL Financial



Current Conditions – Municipal Deposit Pricing
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Agenda

› Asset/Liability Management and ALCO Meetings

› Defining and Measuring Interest Rate Risk

› Loan Production and Pipeline

› Deposit Threats and Opportunities

› Liquidity Management
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ALCO Decision Process

LiabilitiesLiabilities AssetsAssets

If the bank has excess liquidity:
› Will the liquidity stay?
› Is there loan demand that will use up excess 

funds?
› If not, look to invest cash in portfolio 

› If the bank needs funding:
› Is this a temporary or longer term 

need?
› Will local/core deposits increase?
› If not, look at wholesale funding 

options
› Select term based on existing 

interest rate risk position
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Use of Wholesale Funding

Wholesale funding options generally include FHLB, Internet Deposits and Brokered CDs

FHLB 
› Stock purchased to support borrowing
› Secured or collateralized borrowing (typically loans or securities)
› Various terms and structures – choose from amortizing or bullet maturities

Internet Deposits
› No collateral required
› CDs opened directly with the bank, posted on rate board with subscription fee
› Technically, not considered Brokered as there is not a “per transaction” fee
› Most attractive rates typically < 3 years (most terms typically better than retail)
› Can restrict early withdrawal

Brokered CDs
› No collateral required
› CDs issued in large blocks and sold in smaller blocks
› Tracking of holders and payments made via DTC
› No early withdrawal (except death put option)
› More attractive for longer term funding 
› Bank can add call option (bank has option to call/reissue funding if needed)
› Variety of structures and terms, including step up coupons
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ALCO Deposit/Funding Discussion

How will the bank react to Fed rate changes?

Is your bank’s strategy to offer new products?

FHLB Offerings
› Fixed with floating spread advance
› Lock in longer term advance at lower all in rate than traditional fixed term advance

Brokered CD – Alternatives to Traditional Structure (non-call, fixed rate)
› Callable issues where bank owns call option
› Step up callable issues to manage earnings year to year
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Final Thoughts… 
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Asset/Liability Management consists of more than just interest rate risk reports 

Strategic decisions are made based on many factors and pieces of information 
and rely on the input and flow of information from all departments in the bank



Disclaimer

The views expressed herein are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to 
change based on market and other conditions. The information is current only as of the date 
indicated and subsequent developments may affect the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. BOK Financial Securities, Inc. (“BOKFS”) has no duty or obligation to revise this 
document for any such subsequent developments. BOKFS currently makes a market in the 
subject offerings. From time to time BOKFS may have a financial interest (ex. long position) in 
the subject securities. Prices, yields, and availability are time sensitive and subject to change 
based upon market conditions and other factors. Prices and yields will be recalculated for your 
review prior to placement of an order. All material has been obtained from sources believed to 
be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. Prospective investors should read the Official 
Statement for each offering carefully and consult with their own legal, financial, and tax 
advisors prior to making any investment. 

Securities, insurance and advisory services offered by BOK Financial Securities, Inc., member 
FINRA/SIPC and a subsidiary of BOK Financial Corporation. Some services offered through 
our affiliate, Institutional Investments, Bank of Oklahoma which operates as a separately 
identifiable trading department of BOKF, NA. NOT FDIC INSURED | NO BANK 
GUARANTEE | MAY LOSE VALUE
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